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Purpose: 

 
The purpose of this policy is to define the quality-specific requirements relating to the 
transportation of granulated sugar via bulk rail. Adherence to these requirements mitigate 
food safety and quality assurance risks. 
 
Policy: 
 
The Company transports granulated sugar via bulk rail by utilizing gravity pneumatic hopper 
railcars and pressure differential (PD) railcars. Partner facilities ensure that loading facilities, 
railcars, loading equipment, and loading practices do not cause product contamination or 
degradation by meeting the following requirements: 

 
1.0 Documented Procedures and Work Instructions: Partner Facilities maintain work 

instructions for specific, facility-related tasks. Partner facilities ensure that local 
instructions meet quality requirements outlined in this policy. 
 

2.0 Dedicated Fleet: The Company maintains a fleet dedicated to sugar for rail 
transportation. Railcars are washed at railroad facilities when cars enter sugar 
service, undergo maintenance, or any other time when facilities cannot adequately 
clean the cars onsite.  
 

3.0 Railcar Loading: Production factories ship granulated sugar via rail and ensure that 
shipping practices do not present risks to product safety and quality. Facilities 
document all inspection and loading activities. Partner Facilities incorporate the 
requirements below to ensure sanitary transportation of granulated sugar: 
 

3.1 Bulk Loading Facilities: To protect bulk products during the loading phase, 
facilities maintain and clean bulk loading areas and do not use areas to store 
equipment or supplies. Facilities install toe kicks and catch pans on catwalks 
that extend over the tops of cars. Catwalks are maintained free of debris 
and/or tools. Facilities also ensure that loading areas are free from peeling 
paint. Tools employed for bulk cleaning and loading such as push rods or 
scrapers are food contact surfaces. Facilities provide racks and cabinets for 
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storing these tools and personnel handle them in a manner that protects them 
from becoming a source of contamination.  

 
3.2 Returning Car Seal Verification: Employees inspect returning railcars to 

ensure compartments are closed and tamper-evident seals have been applied 
to openings. Employees report missing seals to supervisory personnel. 
Receiving facilities reject railcars and notify NSM Transportation when cars 
arrive with open access points or when tamper-evident seal combinations 
cannot guarantee that the compartments were protected in transit. In 
instances where all seals were not applied, but compartments were protected, 
facilities inspect the cars and evaluate the risks prior to rejection. An example 
would be a gravity pneumatic car with a sealed sanitary (top) gate but an 
unsealed bottom gate. In this case, the compartment of the car is protected, 
and facility inspection and cleaning procedures could mitigate potential risks 
associated with the unsealed bottom gate. 

 
3.3 Inspection and Car Suitability: Facilities assess railcar suitability while residual 

sugar is removed. Inspections include at a minimum an odor evaluation, 
moisture assessment (water spots/body cracks), gasket condition, air cap 
condition, and free of foreign material i.e. insects, chipped epoxy lining, grain, 
etc. Gravity pneumatic hopper cars arriving with material on the outside gates 
are cleaned by facility personnel and rejected for washing if the material 
cannot be adequately cleaned/removed. In addition, personnel also inspect 
gates for the presence of abrasive blasting media; common in recently lined or 
shopped railcars. Pressure differential railcars should be pressure tested to at 
least 1.5 PSI and lose no more than one (1) PSI over five (5) minutes once 
valves are closed. This ensures that sugar can be unloaded at the customer or 
alternate facility. 

 
3.4 Car Cleaning: Car cleaning refers to the removal of residual sugar. Facilities 

remove sugar and account for quantities. Personnel also clean encrusted 
sugar from gates and hatches. When finished, personnel ensure and 
document the removal of all cleaning/inspection tools.  

 
3.5 Car Loading Requirements: Facilities cover hatches with shroud materials or 

plates throughout the entire loading process to prevent foreign material from 
entering the car while loading. Facilities that utilize push rods ensure that they 
are clean and sanitary and that they are handled appropriately. Employees are 
trained to report missing tools, seals, shrouds, etc. during the loading process 
or any other occurrences where there has been a possibility for foreign 
material contamination. Employees ensure hatches seat properly when closed 
and verify gasket integrity prior to applying seals. 
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3.6 Product Sampling: Loading personnel collect samples in a sanitary manner for 
laboratory analysis and factory labs generate split samples for retains. Refer 
to Policy 6.2 Product Sampling and Retain Requirements for more 
information.  

 
3.7 Tamper-Evident Seals: Employees seal all conveyance access points with wire 

cable seals according to Policy 9.1 Food Defense. Seal application must be 
conducted by Company employees. Seal placement and numbers are either 
scanned or legibly documented in records. Facilities store seals securely and 
issue correct amounts of seals for a given car type and gate configuration.  

 
3.8 Food Safety Control and Quality Checks: Facilities ensure that all food safety 

and quality controls/checks have been conducted, documented, and passed 
prior to releasing cars to the railroad. Food safety controls include metal 
detector, magnet, and screen monitoring. Quality controls include passing 
laboratory analysis. 

 
4.0 Railcar Receiving: Facilities receiving bulk rail from production factories perform 

inspections and verification checks prior to unloading cars. Personnel unload cars in a 
sanitary manner and apply return seals and appropriate documentation. Sampling 
incoming railcars is typically not required.  
 

4.1 Incoming Inspections: Receiving employees match the railcar number and 
seals to the bill of lading and review the accompanying COA. Seals must be 
intact. Employees also inspect all sanitary surfaces, gates, discharge tubes, 
etc. to ensure contamination doesn’t occur during the unloading process. 
These areas are cleaned if necessary to ensure contaminants are not 
introduced during unloading. Employees do not unload cars with inspection or 
documentation discrepancies and notify supervisory personnel. Supervisory 
personnel coordinate issues with NSM Quality Assurance and NSM Logistics.  

 
5.0 Car Unloading: Facilities ensure that unloading areas are free of debris and that 

unloading hoppers, if applicable, are covered when not in use. Hoses that are 
employed for PD car unloading are maintained in a sanitary condition, capped when 
not in use, and are kept off the ground. Employees report contamination or unusual 
occurrences noted during unloading or transfer, including missing tools, equipment, 
gaskets, PPE, etc.    
 

6.0 Empty Car Sealing and Return Documentation: Facilities close all entry points and 
apply return seals to all areas accessed during the unloading step according to 
procedure 10.9.1-08 Receiving Facility Return Seal Requirements. This includes the 
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completion and submission of form 10.9.1-08 Receiving Facility Return Seal Diagram. 
Consult SOP for more information.  

 
Responsibility: The responsibilities for implementing this policy are:  
 

Quality Assurance Team: Responsible for interpretation of FDA law, certification 
standards, and their application to Company policies. 
 
Warehouse Managers and General Managers: Individuals given authority over 
warehouses are typically responsible for overseeing personnel conducting these 
activities and ensure that requirements are consistently met.  
 
Partner Quality Management: Responsible for verifying the implementation of this 
policy through facility inspection, internal auditing, and prerequisite program 
verification. Quality personnel are also responsible for conducting annual training 
relating to this policy. 

 
Forms & Documents:  
  

Doc. No.: Doc. Title: Description: 

  There are no standardized forms or 
documents associated with this policy.  

 
Amendments: 
 

Date: Rev. No.: Description: 

04/08/2019 0 New policy generated to incorporate partner facilities. Revisions 
considered NSM, Amalgamated, and SMBSC policies.  

 

 

 


